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A B S T R A C T

Background and purpose: An estimated 1 in 5 women surviving breast cancer will go on to develop breast cancer
related lymphoedema (BCRL). There is a gap in the literature capturing experiences of people living with BCRL
who use complementary therapies.
Materials and methods: Data were collected from 26 participants via a semi-structured interview. Questioning
centred around their personal experiences of living with lymphoedema, and their use of reflexology lymphatic
drainage.
Results: Four main themes emerged which comprised physical and psycho-social impacts of lymphoedema,
experiences of physical change, and the return of optimism. RLD treatment was considered pleasant and non
invasive, and the reduction in swelling helped with pain and mobility.
Conclusion: The main conclusion from this qualitative evaluation was that participants perceived benefit on
physical and psychological levels. Participation in the study appeared to help re-engagement with normal life.
Further research is needed to quantify the changes in these parameters.

1. Introduction

1.1. Breast-cancer related lymphoedema (BCRL)

Treatment for breast cancer is one of the main causes of secondary
lymphoedema of the upper limb in the developed world [1]. It occurs
when surgery or radiotherapy cause damage to lymph vessels or nodes
in and around the axilla. There follows an interruption in the transport
of interstitial fluid which accumulates in the tissue spaces causing
swelling of the limb [1].

Breast cancer is the most common cancer in women in the UK, with
31% expected to develop it in their lifetime [2]. It is estimated that 1 in
5 women surviving breast cancer will develop arm lymphoedema, al-
though estimates vary particularly with the extent of surgical treatment
and body mass index [3,4]. As survival rates improve, the prevalence of
BCRL is likely to increase [3]. The condition is distressing and dis-
figuring and its development is associated with diminished strength,
fatigue, and pain in the affected arm along with impaired functional
ability, loss of confidence, and poorer emotional wellbeing [5–7].

Whilst BCRL remains an incurable condition there are a range of
multi-disciplinary approaches which are thought to provide some

symptomatic relief [8,9]. There is broad agreement that a holistic ap-
proach is needed [1].

Most commonly used in prevention and reduction in lymphoedema
volume is the use of compression bandages and compression garments
[10,11] but there is a gap in the literature about psychological effects
and adherence to this treatment. Too little physical activity is con-
sidered a risk factor in the development of lymphoedema [3], however
increased exercise is recommended and considered safe in this patient
group [12,13]. Exercise has the additional benefit of contributing to
improvements in physical fitness, functioning and quality of life. There
is some suggestion that it may also reduce lymphoedema in the arm
[14]. There is also evidence to suggest that healthy eating can con-
tribute to volume reduction in BCRL [15].

Manual lymphatic drainage is a light form of massage used to move
retained lymphatic fluid from the arm and into an undamaged area in
the upper torso. Current evidence does not support the use of manual
lymphatic drainage (MLD) as a stand-alone intervention for preventing
or treating BCRL [16]. However there is a suggestion that MLD in
combination with other interventions, such as compression therapy
may help to reduce arm volume [10].

There is a need for more qualitative research capturing personal
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experiences of living with BCRL, and of the treatment interventions for
managing it. This study emerged from a convenience sample of BCRL
patients who were involved in a feasibility study looking at a lymphatic
drainage protocol of reflexology which targeted arm swelling.

1.2. Reflexology

Reflexology is one of the most commonly used forms of com-
plementary healthcare [17,18], and one of the most often used by pa-
tients with cancer [19]. A therapeutic modality based on the theory that
discrete areas of the body may be mapped onto the feet, a standard
reflexology treatment typically involves applying pressure to specific
areas on the feet using thumb, finger and hand techniques [20]. This
pressure is thought to invoke a relaxation effect, improve blood flow
and facilitate a rebalancing of physiological processes [20]. During a
reflexology treatment tenderness felt in foot reflexes recedes after
which a corresponding reduction in physical symptoms in the body is
said to occur [21].

There is some evidence that reflexology may benefit the physical
and emotional symptoms of patients with cancer [22–27], although
more high quality research is needed [28].

Reflexology is reported to have positive benefits in palliative care
populations, it is considered non-invasive, pleasant and relaxing [29].
Explorations into physiological responses after foot reflex activation
have suggested that a more targeted reflexology approach might have
something to offer specific conditions or pathologies [30]. Reflexology
lymphatic drainage (RLD) is a protocol which activates lymphatic zones
on the feet in a precise order, with the aim of working with lymphatic
and renal systems through identified areas on the feet. Working with
the theoretical basis that each area of the body has a corresponding
point on the foot, this targeted protocol was developed by matching the
pattern of movement used in MLD (Manual Lymphatic Drainage). The
main differences are that the corresponding reflex areas of the feet are
activated instead of working directly on the arm, shoulder and chest.
The reflexology lymphatic drainage protocol was considered to be a less
invasive option than MLD which often requires direct contact over the
surgical areas. Reflexology lymphatic drainage (RLD) is tailored speci-
fically to the patient in that the site of surgery dictates where on the
foot reflexes the protocol begins. Anecdotally this type of reflexology is
reported to have a more immediate and long lasting effect than stan-
dard reflexology which seeks to relax the whole body. This research was
developed in response to the need for further exploration of these re-
ported effects. Quantitative measurement data were reported in another
paper [31]. Briefly, the 26 women involved were measured for arm
volumes and compared over a period of 7 weeks. Four reflexology
lymphatic drainage treatments were administered weekly. All 26
women completed the study and all of them were found to have lost
excess arm volume over that period, typically of around third. Time
with the condition did not affect the resulting fluid loss, suggesting this
intervention is useful even after some years had passed. Here we pre-
sent the patients' experiences of the use of RLD in managing their BCRL.

1.3. Aims

The aim of this qualitative data capture was to explore the psy-
chological impact of BCRL on daily life, and how the use of reflexology
for lymphatic drainage affected them.

2. Method

2.1. Sample

Data were collected from 26 subjects from three discrete areas of
South Wales. Tredegar (n= 5), Bridgend (n= 6) and Cardiff (n= 15)
between February and April 2014. All of the participants had under-
gone surgery for breast cancer, which included the removal of axillary

lymph nodes, and all had developed secondary lymphoedema in one
arm.

2.2. Semi-structured interview

A semi structured interview was conducted at the end of the 7 week
study to capture experiential data from the participants.

The development of the interview schedule was conducted via a
research advisory group which included people from the community
recruited by the Tenovus cancer care charity, research team members
and representatives from each of the three research locations.

Those with experience of BCRL were asked what areas of ques-
tioning they felt was most relevant for the study. Those with experience
of treating breast cancer patients were also asked what they felt was
most relevant. Discussions resulted in four areas of questioning being
decided upon:

• How lymphoedema affected them prior to the start of the study;

• Experiences or reactions during the reflexology lymphatic drainage
procedure;

• How they felt about their lymphoedema after the end of the trial;

• Any other comments they would like to add.

Interviews were conducted at the seventh week at each of the three
sites by the research associate. Recorded interviews were then tran-
scribed verbatim into Microsoft Word for Windows © (version 7) for
further analysis.

2.3. Interview data analysis

An inductive category development method of qualitative content
analysis was used. Qualitative content analysis is defined as a research
method for the subjective interpretation of textual data through a
process of systematic classification. It is a method of analysing tran-
scribed verbal data such that the narrative can be separated into cate-
gories, or themes and these further analysed for explicit or inferred
meaning [32].

The transcribed interviews were imported into QSR NVIVO (version
10), a software tool for the analysis of qualitative data. The first stage of
data analysis involved two researchers reading all transcripts as a
whole, in order to immerse themselves in the dataset. The second pass
through the data consisted of data coding using QSR NVIVO (version
10), at which stage initial categories were identified from the data.

Inductive content analysis was performed by two researchers, first
independently and then together. Each researcher brought a different
perspective to the data analysis. One was an academic and reflexologist,
the other was a professional researcher with no reflexology experience.
With a view to establishing clear communication between them, re-
flective questions about their perspectives on the data were discussed
[33] as recommended by in order to establish an analytical framework.

Each researcher performed an initial coding process using QSR
NVIVO to provide a basic parent/child hierarchy of categories. These
initial categories were modelled into diagrammatic representations to
facilitate ease of clustering. Then the two researchers came together
and discussed their findings to establish where patterns of similarity
occurred. Discussion about the categories identified led to further re-
finement of the structure by developing a series of ‘category inclusion
criteria’ which facilitated the emergence of broad themes of data.

Frequency of word occurrences were used to establish where
common repetition existed. This led to further discussion about emer-
gent themes.

2.4. Ethical approval

All procedures performed in this study were in accord with the
ethical standards of the institutional and national research committees
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